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**First Submission (2009)**

**Wakelock** – kernel object used to make the kernel’s system suspend core code refuse to start or abort (if already started) a system transition to a sleep state (e.g. suspend-to-RAM).

**What is that useful for?**

Needed to implement a feature allowing the kernel to start system suspend transitions automatically under the “right” conditions (opportunistic suspend).

**Nobody was impressed**

“This surely can be done in a different way” type of reaction.

- From the kernel (through the scheduler, perhaps?)
- From user space
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- Which of the Android-specific kernel features may be merged into the mainline kernel?
- How to change them so that they are more acceptable?

“Wakelocks” was chosen as the first one to try

- Change the name (make it reflect what those things do).
- Clean up the code.
- Document it better.
- Tell people why it is important to you (motivation).
- Introduce the core functionality first, extensions later.
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Fierce opposition from “Nokia camp” developers
- This is all wrong (e. g. too heavy-handed)!
- We should use a more fine grained approach (from the start).
- This is not a good use case for system suspend.
- Perhaps we don’t need system suspend at all.

The discussion started to draw attention
More and more people joined and started to throw non-technical agruments or arguments unrelated to the actual topic and insults.

Finally, it became an all-out flame war and the technical point was lost.
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Why was opportunistic suspend regarded as a mistake?
- It was perceived as a (poor man’s) replacement of runtime PM.
- It would require changes throughout the whole kernel up to user space to ensure that automatic suspend is blocked in the entire wakeup events processing paths.

What about misbehaving applications?
It should be the user/app store responsibility to catch them.
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Android was growing in the market
  - More and more users.
  - More and more devices.
  - More and more vendors interested in it.

And it was using . . . wakelocks
As in the first submission from 2009.

This started to be a real problem for the mainline kernel
  - Device drivers written for Android were supposed to use wakelocks.
  - They formed a growing pile of kernel code that couldn’t be merged into the mainline (in the form it actually was used in).
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The idea was to use counters
- A counter of wakeup events in progress.
- A running counter of processed wakeup events.
- Per-device counters of wakeup events associated with the give device.

The /sys/power/wakeup_count interface
Could be used to trigger wakeup events count checking during system suspend.
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**pm\_stay\_awake()**

- Increments the counter of wakeup events in progress and the counter of events associated with its argument (a device).
- Roughly corresponds to the “locking” of a wakelock.

**pm\_relax()**

- Decrements the counter of wakeup events in progress and increments the running counter of all wakeup events.
- Roughly corresponds to the “unlocking” of a wakelock.

**pm\_wakeup\_event()**

Roughly pm\_stay\_awake() with a timer set up to do the equivalent of pm\_relax() in the future.
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**Scalability improvements**

- Global spinlock dropped.
- One atomic variable used to store both the global counters.
- List of wakeup source objects protected by RCU.
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Create **wakeup source objects for wakeup devices automatically**

When they are enabled to wake up the system from sleep.
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__pm_stay_awake(), __pm_relax(), __pm_wakeup_event()

Analogous to pm_stay_awake(), pm_relax() and pm_wakeup_event(), respectively, but operate on wakeup source objects directly (instead of devices).

wakeup_source_create(), wakeup_source_add()

Create a wakeup source object and add it to the kernel’s list of wakeup sources.

wakeup_source_remove(), wakeup_source_destroy()

Delete a wakeup source object from the kernel’s list of wakeup sources and destroy it.

Analogous to the (kernel) wakelocks API.
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Two teenagers on a Muni bus in San Francisco talking about mobile phones and one of them using the words "iPhone" and "Android" in one sentence.

At the conference there were people asking about the status of wakelocks and whether or not there was any plan to merge that feature.

Then I started to think about implementing kernel-based opportunistic suspend on top of wakeup sources.
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The problem appears when user space is waiting for an event that may be a wakeup one (the system should be able to go to sleep while waiting, but it should be woken up and prevented from going to sleep again once an event has been detected).

Android handles that through ioctl() interfaces added to drivers like evdev, but that potentially requires adding many of them (not a popular idea).

During the discussion Matt Helsley suggested that it might be handled through epoll() if one additional flag was added to it. That idea was then implemented by Arve Hjønnevåg from the Android kernel team.
EPOLLWAKEUP And CAP_BLOCK_SUSPEND

EPOLLWAKEUP

New epoll() flag such that if an epoll() event with that flag set is ready, a wakeup source will be automatically activated by the kernel. It will prevent the system from going to sleep until the event is consumed (removed from the queue) by user space.
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New epoll() flag such that if an epoll() event with that flag set is ready, a wakeup source will be automatically activated by the kernel. It will prevent the system from going to sleep until the event is consumed (removed from the queue) by user space.

The EPOLLWAKEUP flag is ignored unless the process using epoll() has the CAP_BLOCK_SUSPEND capability (name suggested by Michael Kerrisk). That capability is also necessary for using the /sys/power/wake_lock and /sys/power/wake_unlock interfaces.

The EPOLLWAKEUP flag and the CAP_BLOCK_SUSPEND capability are not present in the current Android (for what I know).
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Questions?
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Source Code

- include/linux/pm_wakeup.h
- drivers/base/power/main.c
- drivers/base/power/sysfs.c
- drivers/base/power/wakeup.c
- kernel/power/*
Thanks!

Thank you for attention!